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Designed for programmers who want to capitalize on the growing mobile game market, this guide illustrates the programming and development of games for wireless phones using J2ME and MIDP 2.0.

By the time this book is on store shelves, wireless gaming will be in full swing. What started as a few primitive blocks chasing dots around a screen on an unwieldy little monochrome handset has matured to lush gaming experiences complete with full-color graphics, animation, and multi-track musical scores. In some cases, these games are running on "handsets" that look more like a Nintendo GameBoy Advance than something you make phone calls with.

This is not a book designed to teach you general programming, or even general game programming for that matter. This book is intended for those who already have some familiarity with game programming and want to get acquainted with the relevant features of the MIDP 2.0 API. With the glut of game development books out right now, I really don't see the point in writing a 1200-page tome covering every possible aspect of game programming. These days there are books out on just about every aspect of game development. Books on general game programming that include information on AI, collision, physics, data structures, and such convey concepts that are applicable to any language and API.

Thus, this book is focused squarely on using J2ME to create games — and essentially learning how to use MIDP to apply your game programming knowledge to the platform. I also expect you to have at least some knowledge of Java; however, I do from time to time explain a few basic Java concepts.
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Introduction to Extensible HTML (xHTML)Althos Publishing, 2004
This introductory book describes what is xHTML Basic, when to use it, and why it is important to learn. You will discover how the xHTML Basic language was developed and they types of applications that benefit from xHTML Basic programs.

The basic programming structure of xHTML Basic is describes along with the basic commands including...
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Game Character Design Complete: Using 3ds Max 8 and Adobe Photoshop CS2Course Technology PTR, 2006
A game is only as intriguing as the characters that inhabit its world. Game Character Design Complete demonstrates each step of modeling, texturing, animating, and exporting compelling characters for your games. You’ll learn how to model in 3ds Max from sketch references, texture in Adobe Photoshop, rig bones, and animate a character back...
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Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Unleashed is a deep dive into the Visual Studio 2005 tool. Specifically, it will provide you with solid guidance and education that will allow you to squeeze the ultimate productivity and use out of the Visual Studio 2005 development environment. This...
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IT Innovation for Adaptability and CompetitivenessSpringer, 2004
IT Innovation for Adaptability and Competitiveness addresses the topic of IT innovations that can further an organization's ability to adapt and be competitive. Thus we address the problem at an earlier starting point, that is, the emergence of something innovative in an organization, applied to that organization, and its process of being...
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Scalable Network Monitoring in High Speed NetworksSpringer, 2011

	Network monitoring serves as basis for a wide scope of network operations, engineering
	and management. Precise network monitoring involves inspecting every
	packet traversing in a network. However, this is infeasible in today’s and future
	high-speed networks, due to significant overheads of processing, storing, and transferring...
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Food Oral Processing: Fundamentals of Eating and Sensory PerceptionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This volume provides an overview of the latest research findings on the physics, physiology, and psychology of food oral consumption, as well as the experimental techniques available for food oral studies. Coverage includes the main physical and physiological functionalities of the mouth; the location and functionalities of various oral...
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